
HR "data-based" (eBook)
It's the year 2022, and global digitalization has long since changed the way people work.

Depending on the industry, company, or profession you work in, everyone feels this

change in one way or another. However, one thing remains clear: the digitization of our

working world is just beginning.HR departments worldwide are also affected by this shift

in our way of working. As a result, an exciting question arises:

How can people make HR work digitized and data-based?

After all, isn’t data what Human Resources is all about? The focus of the HR department

has changed drastically in recent years. The use of HR data increasingly contributes to the

success of a company. How can HR processes be data-based, and how can decisions be
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made based on this data? These are two of the most critical questions HR departments ask

themselves these days.

In this eBook, we at flair get to the bottom of these questions. To understand where the

evolution of data-driven Human Resources is headed, let's first take a look at where HR

departments will be in 2022. It is essential to first know the goals and effects of HR

Analytics before thinking about a successful introduction and implementation.

The core of the eBook "HR data-based" revolves around how HR makes the right decisions

and how the HR department can succeed in the digital transformation towards data-based

HR work. Finally, we'll take a detailed look into the near future and the potential of

so-called HR analytics.

CEO and founder of flair Evgenii Pavlov emphasizes the importance of data-based HR

work:

“To master the current and newly emerging challenges of companies, management is

dependent on the help of their HR departments.

Consulting and decision guidance concerning HR and corporate strategy will be

increasingly based on data in the future. This knowledge drives us at flair to enable the

best solution for HR.”
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How progressive is Human Resources in 2022?

From intuition to a data-driven approach. The strategic reorientation started in 2008 in the

United States. Pioneers in this industry come from well-known tech companies in Silicon

Valley. Most notably, Google has been collecting HR data as early as 2009 and continues

to use it to improve its HR processes today.

Can data be used as a basis for decision-making? This has already been a common

practice in other industries for several years, and it is only just now becoming popular in

the HR industry. Leveraging data and analytics can help define measures for success in HR,

which can affect the entire business organization.

The use of data supports the HR department in distributing employees in the best possible

way for the daily challenges in the company. A combination of analysis tools and the use

of AI is the foundation for collecting personnel data.

In contrast to production, the marketing department or even sales, digitization, and

automation have not progressed that far in HR, even in 2022. However, this has changed

due to the global Covid-19 pandemic, and HR is now undergoing a significant digital

remake.

The "forced" digitization of companies in high-speed style has also resulted in some

positive developments for HR processes. A study by Springer Professional in 2020 clarifies

that HR professionals from German companies are aware of the importance of HR

analytics.

Only 37% of those surveyed already see themselves going in the right direction towards

data-based HR decisions—slightly more than half stated that there is at least awareness of

digitizing HR work in their company. However, the implementation in HR management

poses some difficulties for German companies.
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Human Resources Goals for 2022

The digitization of HR processes is the next step towards data-based human resources -

numerous HR departments in Germany have this goal on their agenda. To begin to enable

the use of personal data, HR must have a clear objective.

Acting as a strategic partner, HR contributes immensely to the company's success.

However, what that means precisely in case-by-case situations has to be answered

individually. Therefore, the collection of relevant data is based on a company's

requirements.

In 2022, the overriding goal of HR departments is to satisfy employee needs. People have

realized that companies can achieve the best possible results with satisfied and motivated

employees. With the help of personnel data, firms can create optimal working conditions

to help employees reach this state in their daily work.

The cooperation between man and machine, or between employees and HR analytics,

contributes significantly to a company's success. This shows itself in the improvement of

HR processes and the creation of HR strategy. Based on data, developments and measures

for optimization can be derived and implemented.
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What does "data-based" mean concerning HR

departments?

So far, we have spoken about both HR departments' digitization and the data-based

decisions and their actions. However, if you look at it closely, you'll see that they aren't the

same.

Digitization ensures that some administrative and tedious HR processes are automated in

companies worldwide. With the help of software, HR managers are freed from these

routine activities to focus their time on more critical tasks that help secure its success.

On the other hand, data-based HR work is more about using HR data to make more

efficient processes. Data-based human resources aim to expand and improve existing

processes using relevant data.

What remains unchanged in HR management is the central human factor. However, as the

focus of human resources, people cannot be compartmentalized and analyzed as quickly
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as is possible in other departments. This means that in the past, personnel decisions were

subject to an element of uncertainty.

Relevant personnel data is needed to deal with the element of uncertainty and establish a

relation to the human factor part of data. Data-based HR is only conceivable with the

human component. Thus, not only the HR department changes but also the requirements

and activities of the role of HR professionals.

The increasing importance of data

Data, data, data.

We often think of international tech companies like Google, Facebook, and Microsoft,

when we talk about data. Though in other organizations, the importance of data use is

increasing rapidly.

One thing is clear: HR departments have more data than ever before.

The only question now is how to use it correctly and profitably, because only if HR data is

used properly can companies derive any value from it. Analytics can aid in all areas of HR,

from job advertisements and application processes to personnel administration and HR

strategy.

HR managers with executive responsibilities have an essential role when working with HR

data. The use of data makes it much easier to make decisions. Based on well-founded

analyses, accurate actions and measures can be taken. Intuitive, gut-feeling decisions are

now a thing of the past.

However, the use of HR data is not just a milestone for HR executives. Recruiters in the

hiring process can now use HR data for training, and personnel controllers can measure

employee performance using the same HR data.

In personnel planning, for example, analytics can be used to predict how personnel

requirements will develop in the future. In recruiting, online data can help determine how

and by what means potential candidates can be reached. The personnel executive benefits

from which employees are most suitable for the corresponding measures. The HR value

chain can have many concrete examples.
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People analytics as a new role in HR

New challenges mean new roles emerge in HR. Long outdated job profiles with an

administrative focus are now being replaced by strategic, creative, and analytical

employee profiles.

People analytics isn't just a new section of human resources. Instead, people analytics can

be understood as an entirely new area.

People analytics is responsible for making fact-based decisions founded on collected

personnel data aligned with strategy and company goals. With the help of

employee-related data, critical firm decisions can be more easily made.

With this proactive approach, the analysis of collected data helps predict

recommendations for further action. This enables HR departments to deliver optimal

results, locate interlinked relations and devise development forecasts. The prerequisite, of

course, is the right workforce in HR.

The Springer Professional Study reveals that the biggest challenge for HR departments

remains the lack of qualified specialists. Above all, an employee profile that goes hand in

hand with data usage and personnel data is challenging to find in the current job market.

The usage of new tools for analyzing and using employee data is a significant challenge for

many traditional HR managers. The constantly altering - but necessary - skills render the

search for HR specialists in the field of people analytics much more difficult. Therefore, an
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HR department with knowledge of data usage and analysis tools is becoming invaluable

for companies.

Areas of application for HR analytics

The scopes of responsibility in Human Resources differ, as do the areas of application for

HR analytics. As a crucial tool for business intelligence in companies, HR data can

influence personnel decisions in various places. The following graphic provides an

overview of the fields of action in human resources in which HR analytics can play a

significant role:
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Core HR

Without the basics of HR work, HR analytics isn't conceivable. At the heart of every HR

department are managerial and administrative activities such as controlling and working

with employee data. Additionally, day-to-day business in HR cannot take place without

other basics such as personnel planning and recruiting.

The use of HR data reduces HR professionals' manual and repetitious work. When the

fundamental data of Core HR are linked with each other, many administrative processes

can be automated.

Workforce Planning

Distributing employees in a targeted and effective manner requires a proper

understanding of human nature. And with HR analytics, decisions can also be supported

by well-founded data. HR professionals can utilize the data to make forecasts and plan

demographic changes based on corresponding employee data, such as age distribution.

Absences, shift planning, and leave are also part of the field of personnel planning.

Recruiting

One of the most advanced areas in HR is recruiting. HR and people analytics have been

used in this category for several years already to assess and evaluate candidates. These

candidates are evaluated subjectively, but otherwise accessible data (from social media

such as LinkedIn or Facebook) is considered too. In this case, recruiting decisions are

already supported by data.

Employee Retention

It's no secret that the shortage of skilled workers is one of the most significant challenges

in HR nowadays. Employee retention aims to progress talent and create a bond that binds

workers to the company for the long term. HR data can do precisely that. With the

possibility of making accurate predictions, various methods can be used, for example, to

observe how satisfied employees are. That way, fluctuation can be reduced and recruiting

costs can be minimized.
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Learning and developing

One way to secure skilled employees who will be in it for the long run is to develop and

train employees sustainably. When employees learn, the employer likewise benefits.

Analytical data helps identify gaps in quality that could affect the achievement of

organizational goals so that concrete action can be taken.

Invoice

This fundamental area of   human resources must not be ignored, even in times of digital

transformation. A reliable payroll is essential for a functioning company. Thanks to new

technologies, HR data can be fully software-supported so that the HR department can

concentrate on more valuable activities. Relevant HR data in payroll accounting is closely

linked to employee files. When these are plugged in, the data can do the billing

automatically.

Performance and Goals

Internationally, this area of human resources is referred to as "Return on People

Investment." It indicates that personal data helps to increase the productivity of an

individual. This works when companies are aware of which methods and investments lead

to better work performance and improved employee motivation. Biometric data (i.e.,

biological measurements used to identify people) is particularly helpful regarding these

aspects. However, these are unfortunately not allowed in Germany inside the working

environment. You will find out more about this further on.

Human Resources Management

HR analytics carry numerous advantages, especially for people with managerial

responsibilities. Decisions can be made more easily using informative analysis. This

reduces some of the stress that is typically put on these individuals. If personnel data is
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used correctly, company risks can also be identified early. As a result, a digitally savvy HR

executive will take data-driven action.
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How does HR make the "right decisions”?

The HR department can make a huge step towards the future of HR by adopting a

data-based people analytics approach. Many experts agree that this digital transformation

should happen sooner rather than later. However, even if companies have relevant data, it

doesn’t automatically mean it will be used in a goal-oriented, logical way.

If HR data is available, then the first step has already been taken. In the next step, those

responsible must handle the data and make the right decisions. The data must be collected

internally and externally within the operating company.

Personnel data is evaluated and compared to other areas of the company. This way,

intersections are linked, and specific questions are answered cross-departmentally.

People analytics is used to create targeted forecasts so that the company can prepare

early on.

The data-driven approach delivers added value for companies. More specifically, this

means the increasing linkage of HR data with data from other company sectors. This

includes external data financial, and sales data. In this way, strategic corporate questions

can be answered holistically.

Personnel controlling serves as the basis for correct decisions in people analytics. Human

resources data is collected to ensure that goals are achieved. With this foundation, HR

professionals can already prepare for future situations. The foundation for decisions has

been laid.

KPIs as a basis for decision-making

As in many other areas of a company, so-called Key Performance Indicators (KPI) have

also been established in HR for measurement purposes. With the help of key figures,

organizations usually have an excellent controlling instrument that helps them achieve

goals and answer questions.

KPIs differ from company to company depending on their orientation, objectives, and

structure. Nevertheless, a holistic view of the organization should always be ensured. This

approach is used so that a sustainable improvement in performance takes place.
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Data-based HR work guarantees that the selected KPIs also match the goals of the HR

department.

For KPIs to serve as a professional basis for decision-making, close cooperation between

the HR and IT departments is necessary. Data serves as the basis for human decisions.

That is why the collaboration of teams from overarching departments is also indispensable

for creating KPIs.

HR can monitor KPIs and make strategic decisions in a clear dashboard. These are agreed

upon consultation with the responsible persons. This way, relevant data gradually helps

plan work that aligns with corporate goals.

Possible KPIs for HR departments in 2022:

1. Talent needs (qualitative and quantitative) based on requirements

2. Recruitment rate

3. Cost per new employee

4. Employee engagement and satisfaction

5. Training costs

6. Overtime and absences

7. Length of service

8. Turnover rate

9. Number of full-time and part-time employees

10. Layoff rate

These ten examples represent only a fraction of the human resources' potential for KPIs.

Again, every organization must find its own way to develop accurate HR metrics. The

company's own goals should always be used as the first point of orientation.

An example to illustrate the use of data analytics is as follows:
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The key figure for further training costs (per employee) is a good guideline on its own.

However, the result can offer more exciting insights when it’s compared to other vital

statistics. Let's use the KPI "Effectiveness of further training" for this.

The HR department can use the previously collected HR data to compare the costs to the

benefits of further training. Actions can be derived based on different measurement

factors, such as increased performance or productivity. As a result, HR, combined with the

finance department, ensure precise and intelligible results. HR uses this data as a basis for

decision-making.

Another example comes from talent management and succession planning. Based on the

HR data, age structure analysis can help predict departures so you can plan accordingly.

This way, valuable employees can be replaced at an early stage.

Where does the data for decision-making come from?

The relevance of data in 2022 is clear. The only question is, where does this crucial data

come from? Of course, you won't find them suddenly listed for you on one platform

overnight. And the analysis of HR data is not just a one-time thing.

Instead, demands must be monitored through ongoing evaluations. Therefore, data-based

HR work is more a journey than a one-time destination. In a digitized world, we have the

opportunity to draw our key personnel figures from countless sources.

This can be done through internal or external data collection:

• Internet (forums, social media, public databases)

• Regular surveys and statistics (e.g., on employee satisfaction)

• Third-party or competitor benchmarks

• HR software (employee structure or measurement of sick days)

• Software solutions used elsewhere (CRM, project management, productivity

measurement)

• Biometrics and analytics (these will be discussed in more detail later)
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At this point, it is necessary to mention that data alone does not lead to success. Instead,

data is the foundation upon which success can be built. Prognoses and actions can only be

derived when trained HR specialists deal with them, process them, and relate them to one

another.
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How does HR manage the "digital transformation”?

In the course of this eBook, you have already heard about digital transformation. We will

now take a look at what this is all about. Digitization happens worldwide, in your personal

life and at work, in production or HR, in start-ups, and corporations. How does a

traditional HR department manage to take the leap towards digital and data-based HR

work?

First, there needs to be an analysis of the potential for improvement and the existing HR

processes. Where can software and data help simplify and automate processes? There are

several aspects to consider.

Personal data is considered sensitive. There are a few regulations regarding data

protection and compliance that we will look at later. How this data is handled is a decisive

factor for success. It is not just about its storage but also the way it's used.

In close cooperation between HR and IT, HR analysis tools can be integrated into currently

existing HR processes or HRIS. This guarantees that there are no interfaces within

departments. Nowadays, the primary deciding factors for different software solutions and

analysis tools are, above all: price, usability, and user experience. flair offers a variety of

functions to manage human resources in organizations holistically.
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Prerequisites for data-based HR decisions

To keep up with the digital transformation, the use of data is of absolute significance. The

better the use of personnel data, the sooner your HR strategy benefits. Data is useless if

the right people are not analyzing it.

The first requirement lies in the profile of the professional. HR hybrid profiles with strategic

HR know-how and the ability to work with data analyses are ideal. Combining these two

skills in one position represents a tremendous added value for the digital transformation of

the HR department.

HR employees have to be able to make data-based decisions. Just because I've identified a

problem, does not necessarily mean I know how to solve it. After identifying the issue,

these employees must be able to formulate an action plan.

To master the digital transformation and establish HR analytics in your company, you can

adhere to these additional requirements:

• Comply with data protection guidelines in order not to run the risk of experiencing

unpleasant consequences

• Guarantee transparency and uniformity for employees in the course of data collection

• Give your employees a say so that the data is also collected and used in their interests

• "Data is a good servant but a bad master." True to the motto, data should always remain

a supportive advisor. When it comes to decisions, people always come first
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Challenges for data-based HR decisions

If the prerequisites are met, you should also be aware of data-based HR decisions'

challenges. Nowadays, most companies use software solutions that support them in

various areas. Fragmented software usage can result in incomplete data.

To avoid this challenge, you can ensure that the software used is also compatible with data

collection. If so, you are on the right path. Consequently, people with data knowledge

again play an essential role.

Without competent professionals who can do something with the collected data, you will

have difficulty making strategic decisions. Another hurdle many companies face regarding

digital transformation is the practical obstacles. This represents the aspect of intersections

within the company.

Even without data-supported HR processes, processes can often be fragile and imperfect.

It's not so much the specs themselves that are the problem. It is about the holistic view

and use of this data. It is often anything but simple to correlate available employee data to

one another in practice.

First steps on the way to digital transformation

So what can you do, you may wonder. Prerequisites and possible challenges were

considered. The strategic and entrepreneurial relevance of data-based HR work is evident.

You want to optimize your existing HR processes using data analysis and prepare yourself

for the digital transformation.

One thing cannot be said enough: the higher the quality of the data collected, the more

promising its usage will be. If you can depend on reliable survey methods, you can also

expect professional evaluations. In other words, you reap what you sow.

Your goals must be defined before the individual steps towards data-based HR work are

specifically addressed. Before deciding which data is collected, you should first determine

which results are relevant to you and evaluate them correctly. This means that gathering

information is not an end in itself.
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Ten steps on the way to digital transformation:

1. Always orientate to your company goals in data-driven HR work.

2. If the objective changes, the relevant data analyses also change.

3. Which data do you want to collect? What knowledge do you want the data to convey?

4. Who is responsible for data collection, analysis, evaluation, and creating proposals for

action?

5. Where are you getting the data from? What period should the data be from?

6. The actual collection of data (internal and external)

7. Evaluation of the relevant personnel data. Which methods are suitable for evaluation?

How do you relate them to each other? How do you best prepare the HR data?

8. Derive insights and make future forecasts

9. Transparent notification of other people involved and subsequently of the entire

workforce

10. Derivation of action measures for implementation and the contribution of the company

These ten steps should serve as an orientation for the process towards data-supported HR

work. Nevertheless, they are not universal. They have to align with your goals, resources,

needs, and capacities. Every company has to find its way.
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Advantages and drawbacks of data-based HR work

Over the course of this eBook, you've already learned about the most significant benefits

of HR analytics. What sounds like many positive things also carries limits and dangers with

it. From a holistic perspective, however, the use of HR data is more than just a

recommendation.

We have summarized the advantages of HR analytics briefly and concisely:

• Automate and improve HR processes

• Relieving HR employees in their daily tasks

• Decision support for any HR-relevant decisions

• Recognize future requirements and train employees accordingly

• Talent management: recognizing and exploiting the potential of employees

• Employer branding: analyze market developments and trends and take targeted

measures

• Interpret pessimistic future forecasts and align HR work accordingly

• Qualitative and quantitative personnel planning to achieve corporate goals

• Future events of any kind (both positive and negative) can be predicted

• Compensation and reward packages individually tailored to employees

• Transparent decision-making simplifies managerial tasks

• Increased productivity through simplified HR processes

• Improving the employee experience by paying attention to the cultural fit of employees

There are a variety of other benefits that revolve around similar themes. However, as in

every area, there is a downside to it.

Limits of HR analytics

HR analytics with all the many benefits may sound like a panacea. To put that into perspective, let's

take a look at the limits of data usage in human resources since all of the tremendous gains are only

effective by incorporating the human component.
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Remember the phrase "Data is a good servant but a bad master"? Let's dig a little deeper

into that. Are we humans the decision-makers, or has data taken over that power long

since? Unfortunately, it's not that easy to say since data has full control over some

company areas.

More and more companies make 100% software-supported personnel decisions. Based

on algorithms, artificial intelligence can determine employees’ hiring, promotion, or

termination. It might sound crazy, but it's real.

Management and leadership decisions are also left to software in tech companies. They

follow the principle that data doesn't make mistakes. However, these decision-making

processes are strongly discouraged. There may be reasons arguing in favor of this

approach. However, relying entirely on HR analytics would be negligent.

Personnel data should be used as a support, as a backup, rather than relying entirely on

algorithmic decisions. Ultimately, the actual interpretation and intuition should still be up

to us humans.

Privacy

A recurring topic for HR analytics and data-based processes is data protection. Particularly

in Germany, the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) sets a framework that

regulates the ethically correct use and handling of data. In other words, the GDPR takes

care of the rights and security of individuals.

The data protection rules and regulations are constantly evolving, which means that both

employees and employers often become uncertain. However, HR departments must

ensure that HR data is used in compliance with data protection regulations because

non-compliance entails severe consequences.

This framework gives people living in Germany protection and valuable guidelines for

operating their companies. From an employer's perspective, it is essential to transparently

involve their employees in all HR analytics processes. This helps foster mutual trust.

As a member of the European Union, Germany is obliged to comply with EU regulations on

data protection. Since these are very strict, evaluating and using HR data are limited.
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Compared to other countries, these regulations are stringent. The evaluation and use of HR

data are limited. Ultimately the USA is regarded as the leader in data usage and privacy.

Compared to the EU, the hands of US tech companies are far less tied concerning data

regulations.

The GDPR limits the use of HR data with the following restrictions:

• Anonymous or pseudonymous data to protect the privacy of individuals. This does not

provide any information about whom the data is from.

• Each data collection must be assigned to a purpose. Otherwise, analyses cannot be

carried out in compliance with the GDPR.

• Automated individual decisions are only possible to a limited extent. The responsible

person can be a data protection officer or someone who is part of management. People

have to double-check the decisions made by artificial intelligence.

• Avoid redundant data. According to the "less is more principle," the GDPR stipulates that

only data used for the respective decision may be collected.

Special care is required with personal data. Firstly, the person to whom the data applies

must give voluntary consent to collecting and using the data. Subsequently, the work

council or (if available) the data protection officer must also provide their support.

Compliance always plays a role when using HR analytics. Therefore, to be on the safe side,

we recommend asking a data protection expert for help if you do not have enough

information. The earlier this is included in digitization projects, the sooner any obstacles

can be removed preventively.
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Will data analysis in HR become even more critical in

the future?

Yes, definitely! When you consider the changes that HR departments have undergone in

recent years and decades, it would be downright wrong to believe that we have already

arrived at the end of data analysis. Precisely the opposite is the case. US companies are

showing where the journey can go.

As soon as data is used in a goal-oriented manner and translated into suggestions for

action, the potential of data-based HR work can be pervasive. If HR departments succeed

in doing this, they create a competitive advantage over other HR departments that still rely

on classic methods and instruments as a basis for decision-making.

HR analytics has a high priority in the development of the HR department. Those who start

early will be rewarded for having the courage to be among the pioneers in the long run.

Even if this involves a certain degree of risk, the chances of success are varied. And a little

risk-taking comes with every win.

We are currently in the adaptation phase in Germany in HR regarding data usage. The

majority of German companies are only just beginning to discover the massive benefits of

HR data for themselves. Others are already working diligently to implement digital HR

processes and HR analytics.

New dimensions in the use of HR data

HR analytics can open up entirely new doors and release undreamt-of potential in HR

departments. In Germany, companies mainly still focus on improving their HR control.

Many do not understand that HR analytics involves more than just the next level of HR

control. It is a completely new dimension of HR.

Something that hasn't been there before is suddenly responsible for visible and verifiable

successes in HR departments. To paint a better picture, we again look to the tech pioneers

from the USA as an example. Since the data protection regulations there are not as strict,

American companies can move more freely. The frame is bigger.
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A collection method that is not permitted in Germany is analyzing biometric data. This type

of data provides information about people's state of mind or health. Through identity

verification based on analyzed voices during phone calls or meetings, biometric data

enable assessments of people.

Stress, joy, or even sadness can be inferred from the tone of voice and speaking speed.

Biometric data is very controversial in Germany because it heavily tests intimacy and

privacy. Already scandals about data misuse have raised awareness in society.

But back to the original question: A new dimension of the HR department has already been

reached through HR analytics. Regardless of whether it is controversial or plausible. If this

type of analysis already exists, where should data stop? The possibilities are almost

endless.

Will there perhaps soon be no more HR department?

For a change, this question can be answered very simply and with the utmost clarity. Yes!

There will still be HR departments in the future. Data does not replace people. It supports

and complements them. Even the best technology cannot replace the human component.

The goal is the right mix of data and human decision-making. A balance of analytical tools

and creative and strategic expertise has the most benefit for HR departments. Data helps

HR professionals make fact-based decisions. This strengthens the HR department and acts

as an active designer.
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Conclusion

2022. The future of work is here. We are in a time that is characterized by digital work. This

digital transformation does not stop at the human resources departments. So it would

simply be wrong to close your eyes to change and ignore its possibilities.

Companies and HR departments that want to join this digital evolution should think about

how to take a step towards digitization—no matter where HR is in your company. There is

always a potential for improvement and optimization of individual processes.

Modern companies should rely on the support and application of HR analytics. The use of

data-based processes inevitably changes the requirements for individual positions in HR.

Strategic, creative, and analytical role profiles are sought in HR.

Hybrid profiles in particular, which combine skills and competencies from both data and

human resources, are in high demand in the job market. The best data in the world can still

be useless to companies if people cannot work with it.

HR data simplifies many processes and areas, thereby relieving employees of

time-consuming tasks. Whether in the search for personnel, training, performance

assessment, or accounting - the use of personnel data knows almost no limits.

In addition to the multitude of advantages, there are naturally also some risks. Companies

should make sure that despite high-quality data, people are always at the end of the

decision-making chain. Data is used to support decision-making. But it should never
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replace humans. Combining creative and strategic thinking with the power of data is the

goal of data-driven HR.

HR analytics has ushered in a new era in human resources. If you want to be successful in

the future, you can't avoid the implementation of data-based analyzes and decisions.

There are numerous pioneers that are already leading by example. Companies that act

early will reap the rewards of success in the long run.

Disclaimer:

flair does not accept any consequences regarding the legal coherence. The content of this eBook is for

informational purposes only and cannot be equated with legal advice. Our offer is without guarantee for

the correctness and completeness of the mentioned contents.
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